Robust nodal d-wave spectrum in simulations of a strongly fluctuating competing order in underdoped cuprate superconductors.
We resolve an existing discrepancy between convincing evidence for competing order in underdoped cuprates and spectroscopic data consistent with a homogeneous d-wave superconductor in the very same compounds. Specifically, we show that fluctuations of the competing order generate strongly inhomogeneous states whose spectra are almost indistinguishable from the pure d-wave superconductor. This is in contrast to the commonly studied case of homogeneously coexisting order, which typically generates a reconstructed Fermi surface with closed Fermi pockets. The signatures of the fluctuating competing order can be found mainly in a splitting of the antinodal band, and, for strong magnetic order, in small induced nodal gaps similar to those found in recent experiments on underdoped La(2-x)Sr(x)CuO4.